MILK AND SCHOOL BILLS HEAD LIST IN LEGISLATURE

Filled Milk Bill Enacted, Rural Schools Are In Line For Transportation Aid

By J. M. SNYDER

The Illinois Senate has passed a bill providing for transportation of milk to rural schools and its enactment in the form of law may be expected before adjournment. The measure was sponsored by State Senator John J. Fichter of Cook County and was passed with only one vote to the contrary. It has already passed the House of Representatives and is now awaiting the signature of the Governor before becoming law.

The bill provides for the transportation of milk to rural schools at a cost not to exceed $1.00 per gallon. It is expected that the measure will be of great benefit to the rural schools of the state, particularly in those districts where transportation facilities are limited.

In connection with the passage of the bill, Senator Fichter stated that he was aware of the great need for improved transportation facilities for rural schools and that the measure was an attempt to meet a part of this need.

The Senate has also passed a bill providing for the establishment of a State Dairy Commission. This measure is now awaiting action in the House of Representatives.

In addition to the milk and school bills, the Senate has also passed a number of other important measures, including a bill providing for the establishment of a State Highway Commission and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Education.

Other bills passed by the Senate include a measure providing for the establishment of a State Board of Health, a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Agriculture, and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Commerce.

The Senate has also passed a number of measures relating to education, health, and welfare, including a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Charities and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Pensions.

The Senate has also passed a number of measures relating to the improvement of the environment, including a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Public Works and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Public Utilities.

It is expected that the Senate will continue to pass a number of other important measures before adjournment, including bills providing for the establishment of a State Board of Health, a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Agriculture, and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Commerce.

The Senate has also passed a number of measures relating to education, health, and welfare, including a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Charities and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Pensions.

The Senate has also passed a number of measures relating to the improvement of the environment, including a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Public Works and a bill providing for the establishment of a State Board of Public Utilities.
A New Deal for Ohio

Each week we feature the F.A.R.M. (Farmers and Rural Workers) Network, a cooperative marketing company, to help you find the best deals on farm products in Ohio. This week, we're featuring the historical town of Chautauqua, Ohio.

Monuments

Monuments are a symbol of our past, and they’re also an important source of history. They can tell us about the people who lived in the area, the events that occurred, and the values that were held by those who created them. Monuments can be made of many different materials, from stone and brick to metal and concrete. They can be large or small, simple or ornate. No matter what form they take, monuments are a way for us to remember the past and honor those who came before us.

The Road to Happiness?

In modern times, happiness is often associated with wealth, fame, and power. However, in the past, happiness was considered to be a more abstract concept and was often associated with virtue, virtue, and wisdom. In ancient Greece, for example, happiness was thought to be a goal of life, and it was often achieved through the practice of philosophy and the study of ethics.

In ancient Greece, happiness was considered to be a goal of life, and it was often achieved through the practice of philosophy and the study of ethics.

WATER SYSTEM IS FIRE PROTECTION OF CONNECTED RIGHT

Pump Must Be Away From the Buildings for Use in High Pressure

The water pressure at your home may be too low. In this case, it may be necessary to install a booster pump to increase the pressure. Booster pumps are available in a variety of sizes and can be installed to meet your specific needs. They are designed to work with your existing plumbing system and are easy to install. Booster pumps are a cost-effective way to improve the water pressure and enjoyment of your home.

FARM AND MARTHA S. CLARK

In the South, Michigan Is Home on the Range

The Sunlight State is known for its beautiful beaches, warm climate, and vibrant culture. Michigan is a state of contrasts, with the bustling cities of Detroit and Grand Rapids, the scenic lakes of the Upper Peninsula, and the peaceful countryside of the Lower Peninsula. Michigan is a state that offers something for everyone, whether you’re looking for adventure, relaxation, or culture.
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June pastures all winter—

Every farmer knows the tremendous value of alfalfa. And every farmer knows that proper cutting is essential if the quality of the harvested hay is to be assured. The time to harvest is during the period of maximum leaf development. This is a critical period because no other hay is as nutritious or as palatable. Alfalfa hay cut during this period will be of the highest quality and will remain green and fresh. Alfalfa hay harvested too early will be dry and coarse, and alfalfa hay harvested too late will not be as nutritious or as palatable. Proper cutting is essential to assure the best quality alfalfa hay.

WRITE for booklet on all con-

so-called "beauty contests," but the key to successful cow pasturing is the right kind of hay. Alfalfa hay is the ideal choice for cow pasturing. It is nutritious, palatable, and it provides a good balance of nutrients for the cows.

United Co-operatives New Oil Plant

The United Co-operatives have announced the construction of a new oil plant. The plant will be located in the town of X, and will be ready for operation by next spring. The plant will be equipped with the latest technology and will be able to produce high-quality oil.

Junior Farm Personal Progress

THE JUNIOR Farm Personal Progress program is a great way for young people to learn about the importance of agriculture and the role it plays in our lives. The program is designed to help young people develop valuable life skills, such as responsibility, teamwork, and problem-solving.

All Late Planted Crops Need Fertilizer

Farm Bureau fertilizer nitrogen is 95% water soluble to give plants a quick, strong start.

MIXED FEEDS NO BETTER

A mixed feed of good reputation may save you the cost of the separate purchase of each ingredient. In the end, you will end up with a feed that is no better than the separate purchase of each ingredient. The wisdom of the old saying, "You get what you pay for," is still true today.

GREEN VALLEY DRY SKIM MILK IS CHOICE GRADER

LANSING MICHIGAN

DRI Y MILK SALES DIVISION

KILL 'EM NOW AND PROFIT LATER

"You can't put off 'killin' bugs in an orchard—or in the truck patch either, for that matter. Now's the time to do the killing if you want to be making a killing in profits later. Next week or next month the bugs will be up one upon you, and the chances of getting control then are just that much less than now."

Farm Bureau materials are a constant standard of quality. The Michigan Chemical Company, which makes the Orchard Brand line of insecticides and fungicides, also manufactures Farm Bureau sprayer materials for use. These spray materials have proven themselves consistently effective over a period of years. The ease of mixing, and their economy of use let you get the best out of them ... give you the best investment and the biggest profits later!
Always on the Job

Streets are deserted. Homes are dark. Night has wrapped the community in slumber. It is a building.

That light sums up the eternal vigilance of the telephone. It is truly a beacon of public service, one that stands ready to serve any one anywhere, any time. And always with the same promptness and skill and courtesy.

All that modern telephone service can mean—all its protection and convenience and comfort—is yours to command twenty-four hours a day. It takes no holidays. It is, in one word, familiar phrase, "always on the job."

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE CO.
Unadapted Seed Has Been Sold to Farmers

Congressman Hunk of Michigan Says Guarantee on Seed Purity and Origin Given by Coops Should Apply to Entire Trade

Mr. Hunk, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Congressman Hunk:

I am writing to express my concern regarding the sale of unadapted seed to farmers in Michigan. It has come to my attention that some cooperatives are selling seed that does not meet the purity and origin standards set by the cooperatives themselves.

As you are aware, the Pure Seed Act of 1935 ensures that seed sold in the United States must be pure and adapted to the locality in which it is sold. However, I have reason to believe that some cooperatives are not adhering to these standards.

I urge you to investigate this matter further and to ensure that the Pure Seed Act is enforced. The welfare of Michigan farmers depends on the quality of seed they receive, and I believe that the cooperatives have a responsibility to provide them with the best seed possible.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Relevant contact information]
Own This New Co-op PULL CUT MOWER

HAS THE LIGHTEST DRAFT - NO NECK WEIGHT - GREATEST CUTTING POWER - SHOULD PROVIDE LIFETIME SERVICE

Fly wheel and counter shaft run on genuine Timkin bearings. Axle runs on genuine Hyatt bearings. The steel cut points are clamped on the shaft just like an auto piston. With these bearings to hold the gears in perfect alignment, this mechanism should last a lifetime and without trouble.

- modern
- extra strong
- well designed

HARVESTING MACHINERY

RAKE and TENDER
Built to handle the heaviest hay and do it right. Can be used right behind the mower as it lifts the hay into light, fluffy windrows. Has extra heavy steel frame; long, oil-tempered teeth. Angle adjustable. Working parts few and long wearing.

HAY LOADER
There is no thrashing or other loader damage in the operation of this Co-op loader. The hay is picked up clean. The loader is easily adjustable for delivery of hay from 7 to 10 feet above ground. You should see this machine.

5 Reasons Why You'll Like Farm Bureau Twine

1. Every ball is guaranteed full length and strength. Every bundle will be tied tightly.
2. Patent criss-cross cover prevents breaks, snarling or bunching. Twine runs true to the last foot.
3. It’s a blend of seed and meal to repel certain pests and disease organisms. Treated to repel insects.
4. Strong and uniform. Tested thoroughly at every step in manufacture. Our mill has been twining for 26,000 years a year.
5. Farm Bureau quality twine is priced right. It’s trouble-free features will save you time in the harvesting field where time is money.

EXTRA! We have made the rope used to tie a bale of Farm Bureau Twine just the right length and weight for a halter rope. Also the sack is full length, and paper lined.

Buy Farm Bureau Twine at Your Co-op Ass'n

GROWING CHICKS
Do so well on Mermash!

What fine pullets and broilers it produces!
The only fully balanced, high-protein, complete feed for poultry.

You can save MONEY and do better with Farm Bureau Oils and Greases

Get Full Information on These Machines At Your Farm Bureau Store or Co-op

MILKMAKER Means Moneymaker

See Your Farm Bureau Dealer FOR FARM BUREAU SUPPLIES

Write Us If You Have No Dealer